Life from Lava
July 11-15, 2022

Through the passage of millions of years and the eruptive behavior of one very active hot spot along the seafloor, Hawai‘i formed into the tropical chain of islands we’re all familiar with today. Home to some surprising plants and animals, some of which are unique to our islands, there’s no shortage of life to investigate while exploring this oasis situated within the middle of the Pacific Ocean. Grab your sunscreen and prepare to embark on a journey through time as we learn more about the history of our island home!

| LOCATION & TIME | - Online  
|                | - 9:00 am – 10:30/11:00 am HST |

| DAILY MATERIALS | - Water  
|                | - Pencil  
|                | - Coloring materials  
|                | - Notebook or loose sheets of paper |

*Materials list for optional offline science & craft activities will be shared with participants the week prior to camp.*